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Principal Tina Miller Excited
to Join the Puma Community
Elizabeth Clavin ‘20
School News Editor

Homecoming
Court Embraces
New Tradition

Temecula, CA 92591

T

his year, Mrs. Tina
Miller was welcomed
with open arms as
the new principal for the
2019-2020 school year. As
she goes into her tenth year
as principal, she is beyond
excited for this school year
and all that it entails. After
working as the principal at
James L. Day Middle School
for seven years and Bella
Vista Middle School for
two, she is eager to utilize
her experiences and make a
positive impact on campus.
Miller has been in
education
for
twentyone years, with ten of
those being a part of the
administration teams of
various schools. Before
she took on the position of
principal, she worked as
an Assistant Principal for
four years, and a teacher
for seven years. Overall,
she has worked at Temecula
Valley High School (TVHS),
Day Middle School (DMS),
Bella Vista Middle School
(BVMS),
and Margarita
Middle School (MMS), in
addition to working at a
middle school in Menifee.
Her love for the education

ﬁeld is apparent through her
hard work and dedication
to this department. When
Miller knew she wanted to
pursue teaching as a career,
she started her studies at
Palomar College in order
to obtain her Associate’s
Degree. After doing so,
she went to Cal State San
Marcos and acquired not
only her Bachelor’s Degree,
but also her Teaching
Credential. Lastly, she went
to Cal State San Bernardino
for her Master’s Degree and
Administration Credential.
Shortly after, she started
teaching in 1998 and has
been successful ever since.
Miller stated, “I love my
job. It’s always exciting and
different; I get to work with
so many people, kids and
adults. I feel like I’m always
learning. Sometimes, people
think only the kids learn, but
I think it keeps me fresh and
learning as well. Overall, I
just really love learning and
being around people.” She is
genuinely passionate about
her profession and beyond
excited for this school year,
and the many more to come.
Miller
stated,
“As
principal, there is no typical
day for us. We’re always
doing something different.”
The principal is the face of

the school, so it is crucial
that they create a positive
school culture, cultivate
leadership, and develop a
standardized
curriculum
which beneﬁts the students.
Miller strives to learn about
the culture and traditions
of the campus, and create
positive improvements when
necessary. In fact, she has
taken the time to meet with
every staff member and
hear about their experience
here on campus. She
stated that she got so much
positive feedback that it
outweighed the negative,
and she feels beyond
welcomed and has received
so much love already.
Students
around
campus are excited about
the new principal as well.
Senior Giovanni Novelo
stated, “Mrs. Miller, this
year’s principal, is a nice and
polite lady. I had the pleasure
of meeting her before school
started and I know she will
be great for our school. She
seems very hard-working
and understanding of all the
wonderful things our school
has to offer. I hope she
comes out with great new
implementations that we can
have at our school. Also, I
hope she likes all the staff
members and students and

Credit: Michael Tan
New Principal Ms. Tina Miller is excited to get involved on campus.

just feels welcome here.”
Miller’s efforts in trying to
meet everyone, whether it be
staff or students, have clearly
made an impact on many
already. All around campus,
there is only positive talk
about the new principal,
and the school is more
than excited to have her as
a new edition to campus.
Miller
is
looking
forward to everything yet

to come this year. She
understands
that
being
Principal at a high school will
be an adjustment, and she is
ecstatic about taking on the
challenge this school year.
Her plans for the upcoming
year will bring nothing but
positive improvements to
campus, and she hopes to
make stronger connections
with everyone, along with
adapting the traditions.
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t is now reaching the time
of year when seniors should
start thinking about ﬁlling out
college applications. To some,
the task may seem daunting or
even confusing. However, with
the right mindset, one can easily
ﬁll out their college applications.
In order to educate seniors
on how to approach college
applications, many twelfth-grade
English classes include a college
application curriculum in the course.
The ﬁrst step in the process does not
even begin with writing essays: it
starts with taking tests to discover
one’s personality type and careers
that go along with it. After a student
receives a list of jobs that best ﬁts
their personality, they can pick a few
jobs that are interesting to them and
decide what classes they will need to
take in order to pursue them. Once
seniors have accomplished that,
the next step is to begin applying.
When choosing colleges to
apply to, one should pick a school
that includes the majors they are
interested in and also has a variety

of other options in case one decides
to switch what they are pursuing.
Students should also keep their
personal preferences, like location
and size, in mind when looking at
campuses. Senior Caitlyn Alarid has
already begun applying to out-ofstate schools, and has been accepted
to Oklahoma Baptist University
(OBU). “I was going for lacrosse
so I looked for schools for lacrosse
and I wanted smaller schools so I
did D2, D3 [Division 2 and Division
3 schools],” said Alarid. To make
themselves appear more marketable
to colleges, students should consider
having a well-rounded resumes made
up of both extra-curricular activities
and academics. “Number one, they
[students] need to be involved in their
campus and their community,” Senior
Counselor Mrs. Tina Mey advised.
“They need to be building a resume. .
.The colleges don’t necessarily want
to see students who are students.” It
is recommended that seniors should
research the requirements of colleges
that they are interested to ensure that
they are prepared to go to that school.
Another component of college
applications is the actual writing.
Once again, California colleges will
have varied writing requirements

compared to out-of-state schools. For
example, University of California
(UC) schools require seniors to
answer personal insight questions,
while California State Universities
(CSU) schools have students write
personal essays that can help them
earn a scholarship. “They [UC
schools] don’t like creativity. .
.when you’re answering them they
don’t want you to be a storyteller,”
Mey mentioned. “They just want to
know exactly what the facts are and
in the most succinct way possible so
that they can make a good choice.”
Out-of-state schools that use the
Common Application or SENDedu
expect applicants to also write
personal statements and/or essays.
Part of college applications for
some may be ﬁlling out a form for
Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA). FAFSA is based off a
student’s parents’ taxes and how much
their family contribution is. “If it
costs 70,000 dollars to go to a private
school and your family contribution
is only 10,000 [dollars]. . .you would
possibly qualify for grants and loans
and things like that,” Mey explained.
Obtaining ﬁnancial aid depends
on how much the tuition costs to
go to a certain school. Therefore, a

student who qualiﬁes at one school
may not receive aid from another.
Seniors should begin thinking
about when they need to start on their
college applications. UC applications
cannot be submitted until November
1, and CSU applications are not
available until October 1. Both
schools request that all applications
be submitted by November 30,
which means that students will have
a little over a month to complete
their applications. If any student
has questions regarding their
applications, they should reach out
to their counselor for guidance.

Credit: Christina Gandy
Counselor Olszewski helps with college
applications at last year’s College Kick-off.
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Principal’s Message

Principal Tina Miller
Pumas,
Welcome back, Pumas! I hope each of you are
enjoying the new school year. I am looking forward
to a wonderful year at Chaparral High School. CHS is
such a unique and special place because of the students
and staff. In my ﬁrst few weeks at CHS, I have been
inspired by the PRIDE our students and staff demonstrate everyday. CHS students are connected to school,
dedicated to achievement, committed to doing their best,
open minded about hearing the perspectives of others,
and determined to make a positive impact on and off
campus.
CHS staff strives to do what is best for all students
and continue to make a positive impact on our school
community. CHS Pumas value old traditions and are
also willing to explore new traditions and ideas. I am
so proud to be the new Principal at CHS and excited to
learn from all of you this year. Students, remember to
do your best, get involved, and make a positive impact
at CHS. Have a great year! Go Pumas!

School News

Students Showcase Interests at Club Rush
Michael Tan ‘21
Video & Webpage Manager

On Wednesday, September 11,
the ﬁrst Club Rush of the school year
took place, which promoted clubs on
campus for students to participate in.
The purpose of the event was to allow
students to explore, create, and attend
a wide variety of clubs available within
the school. With this year having over
sixty clubs available, students of all
grades are given the opportunity to
go ﬁnd a club that appeals to one’s
interest. Each club that participated
during Club Rush put out their own
display which gave vital details such
as its mission statement, meeting
dates, and contact information.
Club Rush is an event that not
only provides new students with a way
to connect with their peers, but also
allows returning students to continue
the tradition of their clubs. Most clubs
meet during lunch on speciﬁc days,
however, club presidents can host their
meetings bi-weekly if they choose.
Junior Shaye Phung, a member of
the Asian Paciﬁc Culture club, stated,
“Our club meets every Wednesday
during lunch in Mr. Chang’s room. We
are hoping to expand the membership
within the club, and collaborate with
the other cultural clubs on campus.
Furthermore, we plan to get involved
in the community and take part in
humanitarian services.” This is a
great instance of the mission plans
and activities that clubs on campus
are proposing. Each club spends
their time discussing different topics,
which allows students with a great

opportunity to express themselves learn various life skills that can be
through their beliefs and values. Junior crucial in their future outside of high
Max Bosworth, a member of the school. Matro continued, “We hold
Gender Sexuality Acceptance (GSA) fundraisers for certain causes such as
club, stated, “There are two types of [the] Pediatric Trauma Program. The
meetings; there’s ones on Thursday, division, which includes different
where we just discuss general LGBT home clubs from different schools,
related topics and debate on it, or promoted the fundraiser on Instagram
on Fridays, we hang out and talk. and shared it to their friends and
Sometimes, we have movie nights family, and twenty ﬁve percent of the
outside of school and watch LGBT- proceeds were donated to PTP.” Not
related ﬁlms.” Each year, the GSA only does Key Club earn community
club continues to bring new activities service hours through fundraising
and help club members become closer and serving, but it brings together all
as a group, which encourages them to the members from different schools
be open towards each other. Students as one to help out the general public.
of the club have the opportunity
Club Rush gives the student
to learn how to be outspoken and body a chance to collaborate with
optimistic, which can be valuable others that share the same interests
for students who struggle with as them. Each club allows students to
insecurities relating to their sexuality. get more involved, make connections
Although the majority of clubs with peers, gain knowledge, and form
focus their goals on campus, Key Club comfortable spaces for students to
helps give back to the community share.Students who were unable to
off campus as well. Junior Samantha attend the ﬁrst Club Rush can speak
Matro, one of the ofﬁcers of the club, to a club member to join an ongoing
stated, “Key Club’s primary focus club, or participate in the second
is to give students opportunities to Club Rush during Spring semester.
serve in and out
of the community,
build
character
and
leadership
through service and
communicating, and
develop a relationship
in helping and caring
for various causes
and people.” Like
other
clubs
on
campus, the club
helps form a bond
Credit: Michael Tan
between
students
and allows them to Student joins the Asian Paciﬁc Culture Club at Club Rush.

Representing Puma P.R.I.D.E.: Meet the Members of this Year’s Fab Five!
Crystal Rivera ‘20
Staff Writer

The 2018-2019 End-of-the-Year rally
introduced this year’s newest Fab Five
members, who plan to create a more unifying
and exciting environment for students,
staff, and everyone in between. As the year
progresses, the Fab Five members, Seniors
Vance Johnson, Vincenzo Cassola, Kennedy
Boos, Jesse Mortiz, Charlene Miciano, and
Joey Hoke, are developing plans that will
provide students and administration with a
more respectful and entertaining school year.
As a team, these members were selected
to represent the characteristic traits that create
the acronym P.R.I.D.E: Passion, Respect,
Integrity, Determination, and Excellence. As
Johnson explained, “I’m the ‘P’ for passion.
The other letters are ‘R’ for Respect, that’s
Vinny (Vincenzo Cassola), ‘I’ for Integrity,
Credit: Jesse Mortiz that’s Kennedy (Boos), ‘D’ for Determination,
that’s Jesse (Moritz), ‘E’ for Excellence, that’s
Johnson, Cassola, Boos, Mortiz, Miciano, and Hoke
Charlene (Miciano), and then the exclamation
pose after last year’s rally, where they were announced
as the members of the Fab Five! for the 2019-2020 year. point is Joey (Hoke), who is the honorary

member.” Each member develops and utilizes
their unique skills as a way to unify students
from all grade levels, and establish a deeper
level of friendship with students who may feel
left out. Miciano stated that she and the team
plan to not only “hype up the crowd during
our student section at every single one of our
athletic events,” but to act as familiar faces
around the school and “ensure that everyone
feels like they have a friend on campus.”
The team’s main purpose is to help
students feel included in all school activities
and performances, and to encourage everyone
to show respect and kindness towards one
another. In the end, Miciano was excited
to be a part of a team that brings people
together. She stated, “There’s no disconnect
between, like, seniors and different grade
levels, I just think that it’s really unifying
and it feels good to feel like you’re a part
of something.” With these ideas, they are
striving towards a better future for the school.
Although they could have stopped at ﬁve
members to represent the school, the team
has decided to add another member who has
an important role in encouraging others to be

themselves. There is an honorary student this
year, Hoke, who represents Pumas with special
needs. “I think each individual member of the
Fab Five has something unique to them and it
shows how inclusive we are on campus, so by
bringing Joey in, he represents a part of campus
that the rest of us can’t really represent. It just
gives light on the fact that our school is the most
inclusive school in the district and we don’t
discriminate against abilities,” Miciano added.
For the time being, the team has made
plans that they believe will inﬂuence both
the students and staff in a positive manner.
Johnson stated, “The Fab Five this year is
gonna be taking part in basketball games
and volleyball games, which it hasn’t
done before, and we’re basically just
trying to be at more [events] all around.”
For the ﬁrst time this year, the Fab
Five team is developing a campaign where
responsibilities are being taken care of, such as
making school and all extracurricular activities
more enjoyable for students and staff. The Fab
Five members are working hard every day,
striving towards the idea of making a positive
impact on anyone who steps on school grounds.

The Promenade Mall Hosts Eleventh Annual College Fair for Students
Mackenzie Cox ‘20
Copy Editor
On
Saturday,
September 21, colleges
and their representatives
lined the ﬂoors of
the Promenade Mall,
marking the eleventh
annual college fair. High
school students and
parents ﬂocked to the
mall to look over and
speak to representatives
of over three hundred
different
colleges,
vocational schools, and
military institutions to
gather more details about

post-secondary options.
From 10AM until 2PM,
the
representatives
answered questions and
provided
information
for prospective students.
The four-hour period
allowed for students to
get to know the colleges
that they were looking
into better, and for those
that did not know where
to start, get to be better
acclimated with the
process of searching
for colleges. “It gives
people an opportunity to
really talk to the colleges
and explore the majors
that they are interested

in, as well as ﬁnd out
information that will
actually help them apply
and be able to get into
that school with ease,”
Senior Rachel Danover
commented
on
the
importance of the college
fair. Danover and many
other students like her
have been attending the
college fair year after
year so that they can
get the most possible
information that they
can in order to smooth
out the rough process of
applying for colleges.
It is no secret that
applying to college is a

difﬁcult process. That is
why many of the colleges
that attended the fair
offered pamphlets with
information
regarding
the application process as
well as other useful tidbits
such as the standard
grade point average
(GPA) of their incoming
freshmen. This way,
students who might not
have been able to speak
with a representative of
a particular college could
do their own individual
reading and acquire
the same information,
hopefully answering their
questions. In regards

to her own process of
applying to colleges,
Danover stated, “It’s been
difﬁcult. I’ve had trouble
trying to ﬁgure out what
schools would be good
for my major and what
schools would offer the
best scholarships for
me.” But while walking
around the ﬂoors of the
Promenade Mall, she
and other students were
able to get their difﬁcult
questions answered by
representatives
from
schools such as Mt.
San Jacinto College
(MSJC) and University
of California San Diego

(UCSD). The different
schools were able to
provide
information
for speciﬁc majors as
well
as
scholarship
opportunities. If the
schools’ representatives
were unable to give
proper answers, many
of them referred their
inquirers to another
person
within
their
schools that could offer
additional help. Case in
point, the representatives
did their best to take the
stress of college off the
shoulders of the students
and parents who attended.
As the clock began

to near 2PM, the colleges
helped answer any last
questions the remaining
students and parents
still had. Even with
only four hours of time,
colleges,
vocational
schools, and military
institutions were able to
help provide students
and their parents with the
information they needed
to go forward with their
post-secondary
plans.
Although the eleventh
annual college fair is now
ﬁnished, students can
look forward to going
again next year when
the College Fair returns.

Features
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Pumas Welcome New Staff
Vikki Thongrattana ‘20 & Katie Flack ‘20
Copy Editor
Editor-in-Chief

Mr. Luke Leatherman Mr. Kenneth Tenny Ms. Milangela Corona

Mr.
Luke
Leatherman,
the
new Freshman and
Sophomore
English
teacher,
wishes
to
inspire students to
experience high school
to the fullest. “I just
encourage
students
to really take risks in
high school—so try
new things, in a sense,
put themselves out
there. . .high school is
a unique opportunity
Credit: Vikki Thongrattana
to do those things,” he
stated. To continue, his goal is to assist students in feeling proud
about themselves and learn how to develop a deeper sense of
respect for the people around them. Leatherman believes that
education should help empower his students, and he aspires
to highlight that belief throughout the year. The reason why
he became a teacher was due to the fact that he liked working
with other students and always enjoyed English as a subject.
He graduated from North Park University in Chicago, then later
worked at Santa Fe Christian Schools, a private school in San
Diego, before becoming a Puma. Leatherman is excited to help
his students develop and impact the world through education.

Mr. Kenneth Tenny
is the new CTE Video
Media Arts teacher and
KPAW advisor. He has
many renovation plans
for KPAW, including
changing its name to
something
different.
He hopes to revise the
current CTE Video
Media Arts program
by drawing inspiration
from Calabasas High
School’s own program.
“The goal is for the
Credit: Vikki Thongrattana
Video
Media
Arts
program to be known for putting out, like, award-winning ﬁlms.
. .There are contests that students can enter and win scholarships
and so forth making ﬁlms,” he revealed. To continue, he hopes
to assist his students in making a name for themselves through
ﬁlms. He ﬁrst attended Andrews University in Michigan before
moving to a satellite campus in California, and eventually
started his teaching career as a teacher’s aide. Before he came
to Chaparral, Tenny used to work at Santa Fe High School
in Whittier and taught commercial drone piloting. He plans
to stay at Chaparral for a while, and wants his renovation
plans to allow his students to grasp more opportunities.

The new Medical
Terminology
and
Medical Core teacher is
Ms. Milangela Corona,
who wants to help her
students to express an
interest in the medical
ﬁeld. “The medical
pathway isn’t just to
be a doctor or a nurse.
.I want them to know
they have options,”
she stated. Corona
plans to set up a dual
enrollment program for
Credit: Vikki Thongrattana
medical terminology,
as she teaches it at San Bernardino Valley College. After
trying to become a doctor in the United States, she decided
to follow the footsteps of her family: become a teacher.
When she lived in Venezuela, she attended the Universidad
de Carabobo and graduated medical school, allowing her
to become a medical doctor. Then, she earned her teaching
credential at UC Riverside. Prior to her current position, she
used to work as a paraeducator at Perris High School district
and as a Pre-nursing instructor at Beaumont Adult School. As
the advisor of Key Club, she also reminds students that they
should strive to have a great, fulﬁlling high school experience.

Mrs. Alexia Younger

Mr. Mark Motluck

Ms. Alyssa Gallegos

Mrs.
Alexia
Younger,
the
new
Sophomore counselor,
strives to help students
“ﬁnd their own path in
life.” When asked why
she chose counseling as
a career, she stated that
her love for education,
as well as her own
struggles in high school
and college, led her to
where she is today. As
a result, Younger highly
values being accessible
Credit: Vikki Thongrattana
to students at all times,
and wants her sophomores to know she prioritizes their needs.
Before reaching her dream job, she ﬁrst attended Saddleback
College, a community college in Mission Viejo, for her lower
division, obtained her Bachelor’s Degree from Grand Canyon
University in Arizona, and ﬁnished her graduate program at
Azusa Paciﬁc University. Right before she came to Chaparral,
she used to work at Orange County School of the Arts in Santa
Ana. “We really want to be that support for students to be able
to do well on their own,” Younger commented. Going into this
year, she wants students to remember that counselors are a
support system that is always available to them when they are
facing problems, whether it involves personal or academic life.

Mr. Mark Motluck
is the newest Special
Education teacher on
campus. Transferring in
from Great Oak High
School, Motluck hopes
that he is “challenged
by the kids and by [his]
other colleagues here
to do the best that [he]
can possibly do” in his
time at this school. On a
day-to-day basis, his job
involves interacting with
Credit: Katie Flack and teaching special
education students and
his goal is to treat them ordinarily, as he would anyone else,
and to “push the right [buttons],” as he explained. Motluck has
received a Bachelor of Arts (BA) in Special Education, along with
a Master’s Degree in Education from California State University
San Bernardino (CSUSB). He ﬁrst realized his passion for
teaching as a middle school teacher’s aide when he was in his
early twenties. Motluck has stated that being on campus feels
“natural” and as he embarks on his ﬁrst year here, he has already
found that he likes the school culture and how “a lot of different
kids come from a lot of different backgrounds.” Expressing
that he “absolutely love[s] it” here, Motluck has clearly started
his year off positively and is excited for his future on campus.

Ms.
Alyssa
Gallegos, the new dance
teacher, is brainstorming
new additions to the
dance program this year.
She hopes to create new
dance shows never done
before, such as a show
focusing on the school’s
special
education
students. Not only that,
she is also currently
working on RIVALS
and is planning to make
categories
Credit: Vikki Thongrattana different
in the show, so that
there are multiple ways of winning the competition instead of
just one. Her goal for the dance program this year is training
students to not only see their strengths as a dancer, but also
to realize their weaknesses so they each become “a stronger
person and dancer.” After she graduated from Cal State San
Bernardino, she worked incredibly hard to become the dance
teacher at Chaparral. “I’m 100 percent supportive and behind
them, and I’m here to be their teacher to support their dreams. .
. I want them to know that I really care about them personally,
and I’m a teacher, but I’m also a human too,” Gallegos
emphasized. She hopes to become a teacher her students
could bond with and depend on, regardless of the situation.

Ms. Grace Donnelly Mr. Randy Thomas
Ms.
Grace
Donnelly, the new
Ceramics
teacher,
hopes that her passion
for art will help guide
her students to ﬁnd
inspiration. She stated,
“I hope that they gain
a passion for art. .
.because a lot of students
come into my classroom
and they’re like, ‘I’m
not good at art, I’m not
gonna get a good grade’,
and I just want them
Credit: Vikki Thongrattana
to leave my classroom
feeling conﬁdent in their abilities to be successful.” Donnelly
also wants her students to be comfortable with failure, since it is
an experience many face sometime in life. When asked why she
became a ceramics teacher, she explained that she came from a
family of teachers and had always wanted to incorporate art into
her job, which is why teaching ceramics came so naturally to
her as a career. To achieve her dream, she attended Saint Mary’s
college and has been doing ceramics since she was an alumna
from Chaparral back in 2015. Finally, Donnelly encourages
sophomores to take the class earlier and wishes that in the near
future, a more advanced ceramics course will be introduced.

Coming from a
head counselor position
at Santiago High School,
Mr. Randy Thomas is
the campus’ newest
assistant principal. His
responsibilities
range
from the Class of 2023
to World Language
to Campus Security.
Despite his massive
workload and busy
schedule, Thomas ﬁnds
enjoyment in this career,
appreciating how his job
Credit: Katie Flack is different everyday.
“That’s why I like the job, you never know what you’re gonna
get when you go through the door, and I’m not just sitting at a
desk,” he explained. He ﬁrst went to California State Fullerton for
college and majored in Psychology before going to Azusa Paciﬁc
University to receive his Master’s Degree in Education. Overall,
his interest in education stems from his desire to “have an impact
on the world” through his career on the school campus. Moving
forward, his goal is to “have a good, positive impact on the kids
and the teachers and the staff and the families of Chaparral,”
and he has already started off on the right foot, stating that the
staff and students have been “super welcoming” toward him.

Names in the News
Photos by Michael Tan & Yalena Aguirre

Allison Casasola
National Merit
Scholarship
Semi-Finalist

Giuliana Duron
National Merit
Scholarship
Semi-Finalist

Yu Liu

National Merit
Scholarship
Semi-Finalist

Anish Gopalan
National Merit
Scholarship
Semi-Finalist

Tyana Ortiz

September
Student of the
Month
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School News

Homecoming Court Embraces New Tradition
Elizabeth Clavin ‘20
School News Editor

Beginning this year, there
will be some major changes to
the Homecoming court royalty
regarding who can run. Undoubtedly,
Homecoming is one of the largest
events in high school. Students
look forward to this time of
year. Fortunately, it just got a bit
more exciting, as students are no
longer limited to one king and
queen, and pairs can run together.
Evidently, this is a positive
change moving forward, as our school
is the ﬁrst in the district to make this
change. By running in pairs, students
can now run with their sibling, best
friend, girlfriend, boyfriend, etcetera.
The Associated Student Body (ASB),
Mrs. Ingrid Taylor, and Senior
Charlene Miciano decided to research
more into this concept and soon
realized other schools nation-wide

have already made this change to the
annual Homecoming event when the
concept became a reachable goal.
Mrs. Kristy Baron stated, “There is
always a social norm that the winners
of Homecoming court are crowned
‘king’ and’ ‘queen’ . We just thought,
what better way is there to let kids
feel like they have an opportunity to
make a mark with a friend or someone
that is close to them? Now, you can
be king and queen, king and king,
or queen and queen, which really
makes it inclusive for all.” In order
to make these changes, ASB ﬁrst had
to list the behavior, discipline, and
grade requirements on the contract
to make clear that these requirements
are met when a student is considering
to run. Next, the contract was sent to
Principal Tina Miller before anything
was ofﬁcially rolled out. After
she gave her approval, she brieﬂy
explained it to the district so that they
were aware of the change and made
sure there were no complications with

the idea. The new Homecoming court
changes have since been developed
and put into action, creating a
more inclusive environment for all.
If a student is considering
running for Homecoming royalty,
there are still requirements in order
to do so. Each student is required
to run for their grade level, and the
person that students choose to run
with must be in the same grade level
as well. Moreover, each students’
grade point average (GPA) must
be at least 2.5 or higher, can not be
on the no-go list, and can not have
any truancies or multiple tardies.
Fortunately, there is no limit on how
many pairs can run. For Freshmen,
Sophomores, and Juniors, voting is
only open to that speciﬁc grade level.
However, for Senior Homecoming
court, once the grade level casts
their votes, voting will open back
up for the whole school to pick from
the top four pairs of candidates.
As Senior Taylor Silva stated,

“Every year there has been more of
a question as to why we put like [sic]
labels on the couples like king and
queen and such. As our society has
been growing to be much more open
and unlabeling, it has become a lot
more important for us at Chaparral
to integrate what has been happening
with our world. Developing as a
society instead of being set in our

old ways and being more inclusive
makes everyone feel capable of
running.” This alone shows the
sole purpose of this new change:
inclusivity. If a pair of students
is considering running, they can
stop by the ASB room to pick up a
Homecoming court nominee form.
Nominations are due September
25 at 3PM in the activities ofﬁce.

Credit: Kayla Ritchie
Last year’s Homecoming Court royalty featured students that ran individually.

NJROTC Hosts Nineteenth Annual Leadership Training

Michael Tan ‘21
Video & Webpage Manager

Tonight, the school’s Naval Junior Reserve
Ofﬁcer Training Corps (NJROTC) program will
be hosting their annual three-day event, Basic
Leadership Training, which lasts from today,
September 27, until Sunday, September 29.
First year Naval Science cadets from several
schools such as Orange Glen High School,
West Valley High School, Murrieta Mesa High
School, and Temecula Valley High School
will be attending with around one hundred
sixty students expected to be present at the
event. Cadets will partake in several activities
during Bootcamp, which will include physical
training, military inspections, team leadership
building exercises, and water survival training.
In the evening, students are checked
in at the ROTC room, separated by gender, and
then placed into their respective platoons to
begin team building and uniform preparations.
The cadets are then led to the gym where they set
down their belongings and begin to study their
knowledge handbooks, a crucial part of military
inspections. Later in the night, cadets are sent to
the locker rooms to take showers, then sent to
their racks to ﬁnish up their uniform preparation
and off to bed at ten o’clock. Students are
assigned overnight shifts called “ﬁrewatch,”

where cadets patrol around the premises
to ensure that everyone is sleeping safely.
The next morning, students are woken
up at 5AM to march down to the football
ﬁeld in Physical Training (PT) gear to begin
their exercise for the day. The cadets are put
under strenuous physical training by each
school’s upperclassmen cadets. Some of
these exercises include Marine Corps pushups, sit-ups and timed mile runs. While
the students are exercising in the ﬁeld, the
NJROTC Parent Support Group (PSG) begin
to cook breakfast for the cadets. Once the
cadets are ﬁnished, they change into their
uniforms and prepare for uniform inspection.
Later in the afternoon, all of the cadets
march down to the pool to start water exercises.
Students perform different activities in the water,
such as competition races and aquatic survival.
In the water, cadets will learn how to tread
and make a ﬂoatation device out of trousers,
which can be useful in case of an emergency
where a life vest may not be available.
On the last day, students ﬁnish with the
graduation ceremony for those who completed
all three days of Basic Leadership Training,
known as “Pass and Review.” During this time,
cadets form up into their platoons and practice
their ﬁnal drill segment before parents arrive.
Students receive their new promotion rank and
awards that they have earned, such as “Most

Improved Cadet”. Naval Science Instructor
Senior Chief McGovern added, “Pass and
Review is our ﬁnal graduation. It mirrors off of
how the Marines do their graduation, at MCRD,
the Marine Corps Recruit Training Depot. . . Pass
and Review is basically all the cadets marching
in front of a reviewing ofﬁcer. . . they’re going
to be learning how to [conduct military drills]

and all that throughout the weekend and they’re
showing the reviewing ofﬁcer they’ve learned
how to drill. . . it’s a tradition and a custom
of military history.” Basic Leadership Training
provides an opportunity to students who are
new to the NJROTC program to learn how to
properly drill, gain new experiences, and develop
leadership skills with other peers in the program.

Credit: Michael Tan
Pass and Review consists of every platoon forming together to conduct military drill for graduation.

TSAPP Spreads Suicide Awareness with Award-Winning New Video
Eugenia Hernandez ‘21
Staff Writer
This year, the Teen Suicide Awareness
and Prevention Program (TSAPP) has recently
received an honorable mention for their suicide
awareness video published on September 3.
The video showcases that mental illness is

something that can not be obviously seen and
can affect anyone, from the most outwardly
happy student to the quietest. In the video’s
conclusion, we see that starting a conversation
on mental health can help those who are
suffering. Mental health is a difﬁcult topic
to talk about, especially in an environment
where it could be seen as a weakness.
TSAPP’s mission is to remove the stigma by

starting a conversation on the topic of mental
illness with the belief that it will help others.
TSAPP wanted to make a video
highlighting mental health - one that students
could truly relate to. Senior John Najera,
the president of TSAPP, wants students to
“understand that there’s people that care about
them and. . .want to be there for them, even
when they might not speciﬁcally know what

Credit: John Najera
TSAPP members attended the Directing Change Award Ceremony on May 21, 2019 in Los Angeles; Call National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255

they are going through.” Due to TSAPP’s
positive impact, students can now feel
more at ease when speaking on the subject.
With the constant stress of school, it is
crucial for students to understand that it is okay to
struggle, feel helpless, or lost. It can be difﬁcult
to open up and look for help, especially with the
stigma that surrounds it. Najera expressed that
“kids need to realize that they are not alone, that.
. .despite the different places people come from,
the different things they do, the different people
they become, if everyone faces a lot of the same
feelings about everything. . .they just need to
know they are not alone.” Although it might
not be visible, it is important to remember that
every student faces their own struggles daily,
and that your own struggles are valid as well.
In the future, TSAPP wants to provide a
more supportive environment for students who
continue to struggle and are afraid to speak up.
The club plans to organize different events to
spread awareness and chip away at the stigma
built around mental health. This month, they plan
to post ribbons and facts about mental health to
spread more details about it. Recently, TSAPP
is offering training on mental health to recruit
future members and to educate those who want
to help their peers deal with their hardships.
They will provide information on depression,
anxiety, and what to do when you notice a
peer showing signs of these mental struggles.
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Beto O’Rourke Proposes Mandatory Buyback of Assault Riﬂes
A Conﬁscation of America’s Rights Pulling the Trigger on Gun Abuse
Andrew Crandell ‘20
Staff Writer
“Hell, yes, we’re going to
take away your AR-15, your
AK-47. We’re not going to
allow it to be used against our
fellow Americans anymore,”
said Beto O’Rourke at the
recent Democratic debate.
From what was mentioned, all
of the candidates agreed that a
better form of gun control is
necessary for America. Beto
O’Rourke, however, had a
very different view on gun
rights, clearly admitting to a
conﬁscation of ﬁrearms owned
by law-abiding citizens. What
was suggested by O’Rourke is
a direct violation of the Second
Amendment and would not
solve gun violence in America.
The vast majority of
gun owners in America use
their ﬁrearms responsibly
and have guns for a variety
of reasons. Many Americans
who
use
semi-automatic
riﬂes, such as the AR-15 and
AK-47, use them for hunting,
competitive shooting, or self
defense. Only a very small
percentage of Americans use
these ﬁrearms to inﬂict harm
on others and even fewer
Americans use these weapons
to commit mass shootings.
Many Americans believe
these weapons should be
banned due to the media’s
constant display of mass
shootings. The citizens who
agree with this would be
completely wrong in making
such accusations. According
to a recent FBI statistic,

the average American is
more likely to die from a
stabbing than shot by a riﬂe.
A study conducted by the FBI
regarding recent crime in the
United States stated, “knives
or cutting instruments were
used to kill 1,591 people,
the 2017 crime ﬁgures show,
while 403 were killed with
riﬂes. Hence, people are four
times more likely to be stabbed
to death than get shot with
any kind of riﬂe.” Adding
to this, the FBI data has also
revealed that mass shootings
are responsible for less than
one percent of homicides. In
2016, the FBI also conﬁrmed
that riﬂes of any kind are
responsible for only three
percent of ﬁrearm homicides
while handguns accounted
for sixty-six percent. These
statistics prove that, contrary
to popular belief, handguns are
a much more common weapon
of choice for a mass shooter,
seeing as the deﬁnition of
‘mass shootings’ means more
than four deaths occur. Given
this information, it is clear that
Beto O’Rourke’s conﬁscation
of riﬂes would not solve the
epidemic of gun violence
in America. If anything,
conﬁscating these kinds of
ﬁrearms in America would
only cause more gun issues.
If O’Rourke’s conﬁscation
was implemented and lawabiding citizens turned in
their riﬂes, then many citizens
would be left with only a small
selection of ﬁrearms to defend
themselves with. Furthermore,
many criminals purchase their
ﬁrearms illegally, making

it extremely hard for the
government to track their
guns down but fairly easy to
track legally bought ﬁrearms.
With this in mind, the idea
of an intruder breaking and
entering is even scarier;
since citizens would only be
allowed to have a handgun
or shotgun, it makes the
encounter far threatening and
unpredictable. The intruder
could have bought an illegal
gun that vastly dominates the
citizen’s ﬁrearm in a gunﬁght,
putting the odds in favor of the
intruder and endangering the
family’s lives, which could
have been protected by a riﬂe.
Beto O’Rourke’s proposed gun
buyback would be detrimental
to not only the lives of many
Americans, but the foundations
of
their
Constitutional
right
to
bear
arms.

Beto O’Rourke, prospective Democratic candidate for the 2020 Presidential Electiom, emphasizes his strong policy on gun control, which
includes a mandatory buyback, on the debate stage September 12 by
stating, “Hell yes, we’re going to take away your AR-15, your AK-47.
We’re not going to let it be used against a fellow American anymore.”

Megan Irwin ‘21
Managing Editor
During the Democratic
presidential debate on
Thursday, September 12,
candidates for the upcoming
2020 Presidential Election
all spoke about the urgency
of gun control due to the
recent mass shootings.
But one candidate, former
House Representative Beto
O’Rourke, stood out for
his particularly obstinate
position on the topic. When
O’Rourke was asked if he
was proposing the idea of
taking away assault-style
weapons, O’Rourke did
not hesitate. “Hell yes,” he
said, “we’re going to take
your AR-15, your AK-47.
We’re not going to allow

Credit: AP Photo

it to be used against a
fellow American anymore.”
O’Rourke’s full slate of gun
policies, while optimistic,
may not be realistic.
Regardless, America has
to start taking deliberate
and
thoughtful
action
to combat the ampliﬁed
gun violence that has
swelled in the past decade.
The scope of gun
violence is enormous. On
average, 36,000 Americans
are killed by guns each
year, and from 20142017, there was a sixteen
percent increase in gunrelated deaths. Most deaths
involved with gun violence
are hidden in the shadows
of the mass shootings.
These shootings are in the
headlines almost every
week, with a new manifesto
each
shooting
and
underage, mentally unstable
maniacs, all contributing
to the general terror of
the United States current
situation: a nation engulfed
in a war against weapons.
In 2018 alone, there
were more than 393 million
recorded
civilian-owned
ﬁrearms in the United
States according to The
Washington
Post,
not
mentioning the amount
of guns unregistered. The
amount of civilian-owned
guns alone is over the
entire population of the
United States with only
327.2 million people. The
pure amount of guns in the
United States is enough for
every man, woman, and
child to have their own
gun. An AR-15 alone can
ﬁre ten rounds per second,
so the casualties bound
to ensue in the hand of an
American are catastrophic.

Every lunatic, every
homophobe, every white
supremacist,
all
the
indivuals who should not
have access to weapons
all have equal access to a
gun, due to such simple
background checks. These
background checks are
barely over a minute, soley
checking for any previous
encounters with the law on
record. If someone fails a
background check, buying
an unlicensed weapon
becomes
operational.
`O’Rourke’s
idea
of a mandatory buyback
might be met with a
constitutional
challenge
from those who reserve the
right to bear arms, since
declaring that a mandatory
buyback would be a direct
violation of their second
amendment.
However,
voluntary buyback might
be the best option in
tackling the topic of gun
violence. This may ﬁnally
rid the streets of criminals
with weapons of war. A
voluntary buyback would
not only take weapons
designed
for
combat
away from ill-intended
citizens, but give the
country a sense of security.
The United States
needs to reduce the overall
number of guns in the
population, especially those
designed for war; society
must shrink the market
desire for new weapons,
and the United States must
start a course to pass new
laws regarding gun control,
and begin building the
expectation that federal
legislation around guns
will be a never-ending
reality to accommodate the
needs of American citizens.

Social Media Can Destroy College and Career Opportunities
Annaliese Arnsten ‘20
Editor-in-Chief

Social media: it is
something that almost every
high school student uses on
a daily basis. Such internet
platforms allow teenagers

to
express
themselves,
communicate
with
their
friends, and interact with a
larger global network—a
network that includes potential
future employers and even
college admissions counselors.
Although it may seem
as though your posts are

Credit: Getty Images
Sixty-eight percent of college admissions ofﬁces said that they would
view their applicants’ social media proﬁles as part of their application;
Another ﬁfty-two percent have said that it has inﬂuenced their choice.

inconsequential,
a
study
conducted by Kaplan Test
Prep revealed that sixty-eight
percent of America’s higher
education institutions agreed
that social media is “fair
game” when it comes to what
can and cannot be used to
determine college acceptance.
Moreover, ﬁfty-two percent
said that they have viewed an
applicant’s social media when
coming to their admissions
decision. Marilyn Hesser,
the Executive Director of
Admissions at the University
of Richmond, explained, “As
a residential campus, when
we’re reviewing candidates,
we’re not just admitting
students for the classroom;
we’re admitting students to
be a part of this community.”
When
considering
that
colleges ﬂip through thousands
of applications every year,
it becomes clear that one
misstep in an applicant’s

self-presentation, on paper
or online, gives college
admissions staff an excuse to
write them off and move on to
the next prospective student.
Your digital footprint
can even affect your college
decision after you have
already
been
accepted.
On June 3, 2019, Harvard
University rescinded their
decision to admit Parkland
shooting
survivor
and
conservative activist Kyle
Kashuv after racist and
antisemitic comments from
two years prior had surfaced.
These
inexcusable
and
toxic comments, found in
screenshots of text messages,
Skype conversations, and
Google documents presented
by his classmates, not only
scathed Kashuv’s reputation,
but completely destroyed his
opportunity to attend what is
arguably the most prestigious
university in the United States.

William Fitzsimmons, the
Dean of Harvard Admissions,
formally prompted Kashuv to
provide a “full accounting”
of his racist and derogatory
statements,
alongside
a
“written
explanation
of
[his] actions” two weeks
prior to ofﬁcially rescinding
his
acceptance.
Kashuv
defended himself on Twitter—
ironically—by claiming that
“the context was a group of
adolescents trying to use the
worst words and say the most
insane things imaginable”.
Many high schoolers could
make the same case for
potentially offensive messages
and posts, but it is crucial to
be aware of what is being put
online; your posts, texts, and
comments send a different type
of message to job recruiters and
college admissions counselors.
Even those not planning
to attend college are not safe
from the consequences of

a post in poor taste. A 2018
CareerBuild survey found that
seventy percent of employers
use social media to screen
potential hirees, while fortythree percent admitted to
continuously checking their
current employee’s accounts.
The case of Kyle Kashuv
is not an anomaly; it is likely
that at least a couple of
prospective students and job
seekers will unknowingly
damage their chances of living
the future they want. As social
media usage skyrockets and
impulse control weakens, the
number of victims of past
online decisions will only
grow. So next time you type
out a slur as a joke, or insult
a marginalized community
in an attempt to shock
your friends and followers,
consider the consequences; it
could alter the course of your
future, both academically
as well as professionally.
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Trade School: An Undervalued Alternative
Mackenzie Cox ‘20
Copy Editor

The ideas expressed in the
Editorials section do not reflect
the views of The Platinum Press
as a staff, but rather those of the
journalist who wrote them.
If readers desire to respond to
an editorial, The Platinum Press
values all opinions and welcomes
letters to the editor. Just as The
Platinum Press respects each
individual’s right to a differing
opinion, we ask the same of our
readers. Each journalist is well
within their rights to express
their opinion on any given topic,
no matter how controversial that
topic may be. This is the intent of
an editorial, not only to provide
journalists with a medium to
express an opinion, but to allow the
editorial to be a catalyst for further
discussion of a given topic.

With the 2019-20 year just
beginning, seniors are having to
think more and more about their
post-secondary plans, as evident
from the counselor seminars earlier
this month, however, while most
students are thinking of college,
one option is being silently
overlooked: trade school. While the
counselors did bring up this option,
it was only referenced within one
slide of their presentation and then
never touched upon again. While
colleges can be a stressful and
confusing matter, so can choosing
if going to college is even the
right decision, as some people
simply do not feel a connection
with that pathway. Moreso, not
everyone can, or should, attend
college, henceforth, an alternative
option in the form of trade
school may be good to consider.

Since the 1980s, schools have
been putting a stronger emphasis
on students’ preparation for
college as opposed to vocational
training through trade school. Due
to this pushing, students today
are still affected by the decadeslong emphasis on getting a fouryear degree, even with inﬂuential
ﬁgures beginning to encourage a
higher attendance at trade schools.
For instance, in a 2014 speech
given by former President Obama,
he stated, “. . . folks can make a
lot more, potentially, with skilled
manufacturing or the trades than
they might with an art history
degree.” However, manufacturing
positions are still some of the
hardest positions to ﬁll, with
hundreds of thousands of jobs going
unﬁlled every year, making the
employment rate for these positions
much higher. In fact, according to
the National Center for Educational
Statistics, the employment rate for
those with occupational credentials
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guarantee anyone a job. It takes
motivation and a person willing
to put everything into their work
in order to land a job; obtaining
a degree or credentials is just the
prerequisite to work. However,
with so many positives in its favor,
trade school should be a legitimate
option on par with attending
college. Economically, it might just
end up becoming the better option.

A fog of lung disease,
nicotine addiction, and death
has overtaken the youth. As
popularity of e-cigarettes
emerged in 2015, more and
more people started to get
hooked on e-cigarettes or
vapes. However, companies
have taken a bigger appeal
to the younger generation.
Over the course of this
year, a total of six people
have tragically passed away
and over 400 people have
been hospitalized. Among
these 400 people is Cooper
Stevens, who used his Juul
over 100 times a day, a habit
which nearly took his life. In
an interview with ABC13,
Stevens stated,”I'd use it
at least 100 times a day—I
think the main thing was like
the smoke that comes out
of them and there's people
who do tricks with them
and then there's nicotine
in them and then you get
hooked on the nicotine and
you don't want to stop."
So this is the appeal?
The smoke and cool tricks

to ‘impress’ friends is what
almost took this teen’s life.
What starts out as ‘cool’
turns into addiction and
possibly death. A wave
of following trends and
the need to ﬁll the void of
teenage insecurity is taking
people’s lives. There has not
been a day that goes by in
school where one doesn’t
witness at least one person
using a vape. Tobacco
companies are attempting
to cover up their products
with appealing ﬂavors of
‘juice’: green-apple jolly
rancher, mango, vanilla ice
cream, and blue raspberry.
If vape ﬂavors tasted more
like actual cigarettes, would
teens use them? When
walking past someone
smoking a cigarette, the
same typical face is made:
scrunching
noses
and
squinting eyes—the face of
disgust. However, when the
smell of cinnamon rolls or
mango ﬁlls the air, no heads
turn. Why is this being
accepted if everyone knows
the damage being done?
Why are people dying
now? Why was this not a
problem before? Why is it

not being addressed? Using
tobacco products are never
good, however, vaping has
created a new epidemic.
Nicotine is still an addictive
and toxic substance, even
when masked with candylike ﬂavors and scents.
With teens seeing these
products skyrocketing and
popular ‘inﬂuencers’ use
them, people will continue
to use them without
knowing the repercussions.
Though it seems cliché,
like a regurgitation of every
advertisement that attempts
to prevent teens from
vaping, it is all true. These
are facts, and teens have to
stop turning a blind eye to
the truth. People are dying.
This goes further than just
an addiction: it is killing
a generation. Whether it
is from looking up to an
inﬂuencer or just wanting
to feel the temporary
‘high’, the use of vapes
needs to stop among the
young generation. Young
adults are just following
in the footsteps of baby
boomers,
except
their
cigarette is pink and has
cotton candy ﬂavoring.

Stop Blaming Video Games For Violence In America
Pacey Cookson ‘20
Staff Writer
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Senior Henry Duenas and Junior
Maxwell Bosworth are considering
going to trade school for stage tech.
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is higher than the employment rate
for those with academic credentials.
While the prospective is bright
for those that wish to go into trade
school, the same can not be said
for those going to a four-year
school. It is well-known that the
cost of college has sky-rocketed,
averaging about $100,000 for the
entire degree, but the severity of the
eventual future in a career is utterly
disgusting. Figures from the Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis show
that the annual growth in wages has
only increased by 0.3 percent since
January of 1989. When this ﬁgure is
set next to the amount that college
has exploded to, it is no wonder
that many college graduates are
swimming in debt. On the other
hand, trade school takes only two
years, costing signiﬁcantly less than
a traditional four-year college and
has a brighter outlook career-wise.
Of course, simply getting
either a college degree or
vocational credentials does not

Video games are arguably
the most popular pastime of the
modern generation, but recently,
they have been associated with
violence. The new trend is to
blame video games for the horriﬁc
atrocities that criminals commit,
and this extends to the country’s
leaders. In response to the most
recent mass shootings, President
Donald Trump stated, “We must
stop the gloriﬁcation of violence
in our society. This includes the
gruesome and grisly video games
that are now commonplace.”
These statements are worrying
for many modern teens because
video games are an important part
of modern identity and culture.

There has still been no
correlation between violent video
games and criminal actions, even
though most politicians will
deny this fact. This disconnect
can be seen in countries like
Japan and South Korea who have
huge cultures surrounding the
video game industry and esports
(competitive video games), along
with very low homicide and crime
rates. What most studies in America
have shown is that higher homicide
rates have a negative correlation
to video game sales. A study from
2011 proves this by showing that
in July of 2010 and 2011, there was
a high rate of 50,000 homicides,
with video games making less
than 500,000 in sales that month
(the highest sales rate was around
1,700,000 in November of 2010)
Another problem with this

ongoing debate is that it creates a
strong stigma towards all video
games. Shooter-style games only
take up twenty percent of all video
game sales in America. That is
a small margin compared to the
whole demographic of video games
and of the culture surrounding it.
The problem is not correlation and
causation, as these politicians want
Americans to believe, but it is the
education of video games. Most,
if not all, of these politicians have
never had a personal experience
with video games. This includes
Pres. Trump, who has been very
reluctant of using technology in
the past. His book from 2005 titled
Trump: Think Like a Billionaire
even tells its readers to push aside
technology. These politicians never
have had the ability to really get
an understanding of the culture

surrounding video games.The
needed action in this country is to
stop blaming unrelated things for
negative actions of others. Instead,
it is for the government to look
in-depth at what is really causing
the mass shootings in America.
Video games are prominent
in modern culture, and their
presence in the teenage experience
is something that only gamers can
understand. Action by the modern
generation must happen. This
generation needs to defend what
they love and rise up together.
If others are educated on this
misrepresented culture and the facts
that surround it, then it will not only
stop the negative stigma towards
games, but it may also make those
in charge of the country look at
the real problems surrounding
crime and mass shootings.

Arts & Entertainment
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Summer Movies and Books Find their Way into Puma Students’ Hearts
Jillian Flack ‘22
Staff Writer

Throughout
the
summer,
scores of movies and books were
released and quickly became popular
around the country because of their
captivating topics. Some of the
highest critically-acclaimed films,
such as Spider-Man: Far From Home
and Toy Story 4, were beloved by both
teachers and students around campus
along with books like the Wings
of Fire series and The Best Lies.
Spider-Man: Far From Home, the
sequel to Spider-Man: Homecoming,
was released on July 2 by Marvel
Comics and Colombia Pictures and
was distributed by Sony Pictures.
This film continued the story of Peter
Parker, a teenage boy with spider-

like superpowers. In this picture, he
travels to different countries for a
class trip, but there are more dangers
that come with his journey than he
knows. With the tale’s shocking
plot twists, Spider-Man: Far From
Home was adored by not just the
students on campus, but by millions
all around the world. A multitude of
teenagers were able to relate to him
and some of his problems because of
their similarities in age. Sophomore
Chloe Reyes shared, “There’s, like,
nice moments in it. There’s fun
moments and. . .I like Spider-Man
a lot.” While the franchise is loved
by many, the Marvel Cinematic
Universe (MCU) will no longer carry
Spider-Man’s story since Sony and
Marvel could not come to a financial
agreement for the next film. Overall,

the Spider-Man franchise has been
highly popular and fans hope that
it will continue to stay successful
even with the Sony and Marvel split.
Other than Spider-Man: Far From
Home, Toy Story 4 was also one of
the highest grossing summer movies.
Released by Pixar Animation Studios
on June 21, this cherished movie,
which follows the group of toys on a
road trip, ended the long reign of the
Toy Story franchise after over twenty
years. Overall, an abundance of
people were pleased with this picture
as it included both new characters
and classic characters, all with a
wide variety of personalities. Along
with these riveting movies, several
others were released, such as The
Lion King, Annabelle Comes Home
and Once Upon a Time in Hollywood.

Other than the successful
summer films, there are also a myriad
of books that have been rising in
popularity recently. For example, The
Wings of Fire book series has been
liked among both middle schoolers
and high schoolers. It is a compelling
fantasy about several dragon tribes
that have been battling for many
years, but members of a new
movement are attempting to bring
peace to the lands. The thirteenth
book of the installment, The Poison
Jungle, was released on July 30.
Sophomore Corryn Sparks remarked,
“Well, I really like just the world
that it is built around and just. . .all
the detail that’s put into it.” Another
addition to the interesting series is
expected to be released sometime
next year. Along with The Poison

Jungle, The Best Lies by Sarah
Lyu was released on July 2. This
tantalizing tale dives into the depths
of a toxic friendship between the
main characters Remy and Elise after
Elise murders Remy’s boyfriend.
Remy must figure out whether her
boyfriend was killed in means of self
defense or for other twisted reasons.
This story of finding the truth has
fascinated readers so far and will
likely continue to captivate them.
All in all, these novels and
films were loved by loyal fans.
Students were able to experience
the lives of others through these
films and novels, which was an
entertaining and fulfilling experience
for many of them and thus, they
were quite popular among students
and staff all around campus.

Aspiring Potter Evelyn La Launches Her Own Online Ceramics Business
Emily Pham ‘21
Arts & Entertainment Editor
With a flourishing career
ahead of her and a passionate heart,
ambitious Senior Evelyn La is
currently anticipating what the future
holds for her while she continues
to fuel her enthusiasm towards

making sculptures. Her thriving
passion for pottery has allowed her
to begin her ceramics career by
starting her own business in which
she has sold numerous pieces of
her work. On top of this incredible
feat, she also has to balance her
talent with schoolwork, but La is
determined to not let anything stop

Credit: Evelyn La
La spends most of the day working on perfecting her skills and different sculptures.

Credit: Evelyn La
Obit, quatur rem vellorporit aut porum derit est inimaio

her from pursuing what she loves.
La first started working on
ceramics as a junior, when she was
initially inspired by the former
ceramic teacher, Mr. Chris Klinke.
She explained that “He [Klinke]
was just super supportive of
everything that I did by helping
me [in every possible way]. . .He
guided me through this journey of
pottering, generally hand building
and throwing.” During her time in
this class, she learned the steps to
working in ceramics. The first step
of creating a sculpture is wedging
the clay which is then followed
by multiple processes such as
leatherhand, greenware, bisque
firming, and glazing. La described,
“It goes through different phases [but]
throwing [the clay] is pretty hard for
me. . .and making a character is kind
of difficult because it has a distinct
look.” To improve, La knew she had
to challenge her pottering habits,
and with that in mind, she attempted
new techniques each day with clay,
which often takes her more than
dozens of tries to perfect. Because of
this, however, La has established her
own style in working with clay but
continues to improve on her abilities
throughout her years of high school.
To enhance her skills and
abilities, La started her own business
in the beginning of this year in
which she accepts commissions and
sells her many unique pieces of art.
Her talent drove her to continue
sculpting with the desire to share
her work with others. La added, “It
is basically a learning process for
me. I just really want to show my

work out to the world, especially
to my friends and family. I [also]
have commissions which I take
many requests and sell them less
than twenty dollars.” Additionally,
La promotes her business and talent
through different platforms. Her
Instagram account, @everamics,
was created last year as a page

highly improved her skills and have
also encouraged her to pursue her
talent as a minor in college later on.
La continues to work towards
improvement so that she can
become an even better ceramicist.
She shares her goals, talents, and
businesses through social media to
promote her skills and capabilities.

Credit: Evelyn La
La’s design of a hand sculpture lantern, which was displayed at last year’s art show.

dedicated to her business. Although
La has not entered any competitions
as of this year, she plans to do so
next year as a way to showcase
her art to others. In addition, La is
involved in several programs on
campus and challenging courses
focusing on ceramics, which have

If anyone is interested in one of her
unique sculptures, La encourages
them to send her a direct message
(DM) for inquiries through her
Instagram account. For the time
being, she will keep on creating
amazing ceramics and showcasing
them on this virtual gallery.
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A Look Backstage at the A and B Squad Improv Teams of this School Year

Siena Soffer ‘21
Copy Editor

As of recently, selections for the
2019-2020 Improvisation (Improv)
teams have been released, announcing
the A and B Squad members and
captains. Improv Advisor, Mr.
Chris Irvin, and the captains alike
are excited for the beginning of
a new year, not only because of
the increased amount of skill and
enthusiasm seen in these actors, but
for the new family they have created.
Taking a peek at the inner
workings of the Improv team, the A
and B Squads of Improv exhibit the
same dynamic as a Junior Varsity
(JV) and Varsity sports team. The
actors have become very familiar
with one another and have made
sure that their unity is established.
This is achieved by hosting team
bonding activities, spending lots of
quality time together, and having
multiple after school practices. After
shows, for example, the actors will
often have gatherings to celebrate
another successful performance,
which brings them closer together as
a team. Their chemistry will develop
over the course of the year, which is
fueled by a shared passion for Improv
and anticipation for each show.
The A Squad Captains, Senior
Alex Rosen and Senior Zach
Emmert, spoke highly of the new

A-Squad Members:
Alex Rosen (Captain)
Zach Emmert (Co-Captain)
Aralee Briones
Julian Cabuguas
Analise Dominguez
Kristen Grandin
Brady Hill
Austin Irving
Vance Johnson
Olivia Snodgrass

teams. Their shared pride in the
direction the program is going is
evident. Rosen believed that “this
is one of the strongest teams [they
have] ever had in all of [his] time on
Improv,” and Emmert commented
on how they have “seen some very
strong auditions.” Irvin, as a result
of this, had a difficult time deciding
who to put on each team because
the decisions reportedly “got down
to little details that we had to take
into account to form the two teams,”
as explained by Irvin himself. He is
therefore very aware of how much
these newer additions to the ream
love Improv, despite how many years
of experience they do or do not have
under their belt. “It shows in their
work how much it means to them,”
he emphasized, while acknowledging
the fact that there are many new faces
ready to dedicate themselves just as
much as more seasoned actors. A
general theme seen across Improv
is the change of scenery the 20192020 teams will be providing this
school year because of their new
members and improved skill level.
Improv’s preparation for the
future involves having regularlyscheduled practices during lunch and
after school. At times, the actors will
even gather outside of school to further
hone their skills. Irvin agreed that in a
sense the program is student run, and
firmly believes that the team captains

Credit:
Vance
Johnson
The A-Squad Improv Team meets in the Black Box Theater to practice their skills in order to enhance
their
performances.

are on top of their game in regards
to helping their fellow peers out.
On the surface, Improv is
known to be an activity that entails
making things up as one goes to
create a comedic scene. However,
Rosen informed that actors “still
have to practice every game so
[they] know the structure” of
certain games. Improv practices are
very team-oriented and according
to Emmert, the team focuses “on

B-Squad Members:

Kai Shaffer (Captain)
Nikki Ebba (Captain)
Angelo Cabuguas
Zoe Estrada
Nathan Fraitag
Karla Leon
Victor Leon
Clayton Manassero
Sofia McCoy
Vegas Munson

Taylor Palasky
Ruben Renteria
Liam Rosen
Autumn Salazar
Sarah Stevers
Jordan Taal
Cheyanne Thomas
Colin Tully
Anna Venegas
Athena Winn

Mandich’s
Message of the
Month
September | Suicide Prevention Month
Did you know that September is National
Suicide Prevention Month? Also, that
September 10th is National Suicide Prevention
Day? We recognize this day and this entire
month to bring awareness and prevention to
the topic of suicide. Suicide affects all ages,
socioeconomic statuses, racial, ethnic, and
religious groups. According to the CDC,
suicide is the SECOND leading cause of death
among teens in the United States (2017).
Furthermore, approximately 1 in 6 high school
students seriously consider attempting suicide
(CDC, 2018). Though these facts can be a lot
to take in and represent a significant amount
of people, I want to emphasize that suicide is
not common or normal. Suicide IS preventable.
What I want to focus on is what to do if you
or someone you know is experiencing suicidal
thoughts or feelings. First of all, your feelings
are valid. The first thing I want to encourage
you is: TALK to somebody. Whether that is
your parents, a friend, your counselor at school,
a teacher, a therapist, a hotline, etc. If you are
somebody that someone comes to talk to about
their suicidal feelings, I want to encourage and
empower you to talk to a trusted adult about this
person. I know this can be difficult, especially if
somebody asked you not to say anything, BUT

safety is more important than anything. SPEAK
to each other, LISTEN to one another, REACH
OUT. Lastly, know that CHS has a Teen
Suicide Prevention and Awareness Program,
which includes students and staff advisors
that are committed to providing resources
and awareness around this difficult topic.

helping each other out instead of
just having each individual person
focus on themselves in the scene.”
This helps to build cohesiveness in
preparation for shows. The sense of
community that has been established
within the new Improv team has
fueled the excitement for this year’s
performances. Not only will regular
shows be held, but later in the year, a
staff versus student show will occur.
The team bonding and quality

time spent by all members of Improv
has created a unified ensemble of
performers. While the captains look
forward to working with their peers
this year, the rest of the school has an
Improv show to look forward to. These
actors encourage students to come to
the Performing Arts Center (PAC)
tonight from 7PM to 9PM. Admission
costs six dollars with an Associated
Student Body (ASB) card and
seven dollars for general admission.

Vianne Cocco Creates Realistic Art

Emma Tupala-Horwood ‘22
Staﬀ Writer
Life as a high schooler
may often revolve around long
classes and endless homework
for some, but for students like
Junior Vianne Cocco, working
time for pursuing passions
into one’s busy schedule is
a priority. From the age of
four, Cocco has worked to
expand her abilities through
experimentation and practice.
Creating
both
realistic
drawings
and
paintings
are ways for her to express
herself visually, portraying
a feeling, a story, or a piece
of herself in each artwork.
Her early fascination
with art stems from her father,
who is also an artist, who
molded her from a young
age by integrating art into her
life. Cocco’s motivation for
drawing was to make art that
her father would enjoy. As
a result of this, her artworks
were constantly improving
with each new work that
she made. Cocco explained,
“Each time I drew a new face,
I learned more about the facial

structure and soon, I no longer
needed to trace my drawings.”
The connection between her
and her father is illustrated
in her work as one of the
pieces she is most proud of
is a charcoal drawing of him
based off of one she drew
when she was only eightyears-old. Though the older
drawing was not as realistic as
the recreation, comparing the
two now shows her growth
as an artist through the years.
Throughout high school,
art has continued to be a
prominent part of her life.
Between
balancing
two
Advanced Placement (AP)
classes and putting forth
her best effort into being the
captain of the dance team
on campus, Cocco still finds
time to draw. She utilizes her
Instagram, @sophia.vianne,
as a platform to display her
masterpieces and receive peer
feedback. Even without time
to pursue art every day, she
takes pride in what she creates,
making deep connections to
her work and always looking
to improve in any way that
she possibly can. “One of my

favorite art pieces is a painting
of a red rose and the moon
on a black canvas,” the artist
said. “I love space, especially
the moon, and I love nature
as well. The two combined
just make me appreciate
life.” The connection she
makes to her art and the care
she puts into each creation
shines through in each and
every one of her projects.
Though the future is
uncertain, Cocco knows
she wants to keep art in her
life in some form. Whether
it becomes her career or
remains a pastime, her talent
will remain part of herself
throughout
high
school
and further beyond. For the
future, one of her goals is to
be awarded an art scholarship
so she can employ her skills in
a professional context. Most
of all, the artist hopes that
she is able to take what she
has learned and the skills she
has strived to obtain in some
way into her adult life. Cocco
shows that it is possible for
one to pursue their interests
while also being a successful
and
involved
student.

Crisis Text Line: A free 24/7 text-line
to help people in crisis. Text HELLO or
HOME to 741.741
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline:
A free 24/7 crisis call line.
Phone: (800).273.TALK (8255)
HELPline: A free 24/7 crisis/suicide
intervention.
Phone: (951).686.HELP (4357)
California Youth Crisis Line: A free
24/7 intervention.
Phone: 1.800.843.5200
The Trevor Lifeline: A free crisis/
suicide intervention for LGBTQ youth
Phone: 866.4.U.TREVOR
(866.488.7386)

Credit: Vianne Cocco
Cocco’s drawing of her father when she was eight compared to the revamped version she recently drew.
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Varsity Girls Tennis Starts its Season Strong League Begins for Girls Golf
Chloe Vande Kamp ‘21
Staff Writer

against Murrieta Valley High School
by shooting a forty-six to beat her
best by five shots. “I am motivated
Steady progress has been a key to improve myself with each match
factor for the Varsity Girls Golf team. or practice. There are always little
All five of the returning golfers on things that could go wrong when
the team have shown improvement playing, and learning to adjust and
in their scoring averages. “We play well takes experience. In my
lost our top three golfers from last opinion, learning to play golf is
year’s team,” Head Coach Mr. a process, and I look forward to
Rob Hernandez explained. “So continue playing,” expressed Brown.
Although winning matches and
seeing this much improvement
this quickly has really been a shooting low scores might be the main
positive way to start this season.” goal of the team, Coach Hernandez
Meanwhile, Senior co-captain believes that the friendships, success,
Sarah Beth Brown, Junior Kayle and fun that golf provides are what
Fukumoto, Hosselkus, and Senior makes it worthwhile. “I am looking
Taylor Silva all have lower scores per forward to seeing how far this group
nine holes this year. Silva, who had of girls can come as golfers, but
played two Varsity matches last year, more importantly, seeing how much
has already teed it up nine times this fun they can have doing it,” Coach
season. “I like that you can always Hernandez commented. “When
improve on something,” Hosselkus this season is finished, I want them
stated. “You can never be too perfect to feel their time at practice and on
and that. . .growth is so easy and quick the course was time well spent, not
to see, so it’s always rewarding.” just for the scores they shoot, but
The hard work these girls have been for the friendships.” Hosselkus feels
putting into each practice is seen that Coach Hernadez and the other
through their attitude towards the coaches are bringing this element
sport and their willingness to improve. forward during both practices and
Brown saw her hard work pay matches. “During matches, [the
off in the team’s league opener coaches] always try to be supportive
even if someone is
having the worst
match of their life,”
Hosselkus said. “They
really want us to have
fun and enjoy the
experience, which I
really
appreciate.”
The Varsity Girls
Golf team is not only
focused on winning
their matches, but on
creating
memories
with their teammates.
With a record of 6-3
as of September 25,
the team’s next match
Credit: Rob Hernandez will take place on
Ashtyn Hosselkus at the League match vs. Murrieta Valley. October 1 at 3PM.
Devin Hernandez ‘20
Staff Writer

Coming out of last year’s
record of three wins, thirteen losses,
and one tie, Varsity Girls Tennis is
ready to take on the season ahead.
With four seniors having graduated
from the team, there is a bit of
rebuilding to be done. However,
in their technique, skill, and unity,
they already seem very strong. With
just a bit of touch-ups, the girls will
be ready to establish themselves
as a solid team in the valley.
It has been a long process of
bringing tennis to its full potential.
“Five years ago we got down here
and there was zero tennis,” Head
Coach Mr. John Gonzalez stated.
He admitted that while he was a
large part of bringing tennis back to
life, he cannot take all of the credit.
“Without the athletes being here
I’m not even a head coach,” said
Coach John. The team has come a
long way from five years prior and
is starting to solidify their place
as a force to be reckoned with.
The Southwestern League is
the most competitive and “brutal”
league,
according
to
Coach
Gonzalez. This makes it difficult
for Varsity Girls Tennis not only to
compete with but to triumph over
Division 1 schools such as Great
Oak High School and Murrieta
Valley High School. However, with
the training and teamwork that
the girls have dedicated—and are
continuing to dedicate—their close
competition with Temecula Valley
High School is sure to move, by
Coach Gonzalez’s analogy, from
“paper to pavement”; the record on
paper has the potential to be even
closer, if not better, as the team works
out their rough patches on the court.
The girls experience much that
challenges them not just on the court,
but off it as well. “We talk about a lot

Credit: Teresa Moreno
The girls and their coaches gather for a team cheer before beginning their matches.

of life lessons down here: decision
making, thinking on your feet,
honestly, it’s the whole gauntlet,”
said Coach Gonzalez. Many of those
life lessons pertain to the balance
of school-to-sport. Team co-captain
Junior Gracie Estrada explained
this balance to be one to frequently
appear, especially for the seniors.
“The girls have a lot of things that are
going on elsewhere, so it’s really hard
to go down to the courts and give
100 percent,” Estrada commented.
Learning to balance academics and
sports can be mentally challenging,
quite similarly to the sport of tennis
itself. The girls grow to meet this
challenge head on to not only succeed
in the classroom, but also in their sport.
One specific lesson that Estrada
has found to come into play centers
around the mental toughness
that tennis demands, specifically
staying motivated even when one

is struggling. “You can’t let your
mistakes mess you up,” she advised.
“I’ll mess up once and then it messes
up my game. It’s like ‘oh, I lost!’
and then I’m in a bad mood for the
rest of it.” When his girls encounter
these mental struggles, Coach
Gonzalez suggests that they “fall
back on [their] basics, start from
there, and work [themselves] back
up,” so that they may be able to
avoid discouraging mental blockades
of thoughts. Coach Gonzalez takes
every opportunity that he can to
give his girls the chance to learn
something applicable to to real life.
As the season progresses, the
girls aim to grow as athletes, as a
united team, and as individuals who
are better equipped to take on the
hardships of life. A solid team is
about unity and sisterhood, which
is what both Coach Gonzalez and
the other girls are beginning to see.

Athlete Spotlights
Nicole Gonzalez ‘21
Sports Editor

Bryce Coatney ‘20
Varsity Boys Water Polo

From being the smallest
guy on the team during his
freshman year to now, the
Varsity Boys Water Polo
co-captain, Senior Bryce
Coatney, reflected back on
his time spent in the pool.
Coatney started off as a
swimmer at about age ten
but was inspired by his
family to pursue Water Polo.
He dedicated his time to
learning the sport, especially
his freshman year where he
had to prove himself worthy
of being on Varsity. From
three hours of conditioning

after school, early
morning
practices
before school, and
training with tenpound weight belts,
Coatney’s shooting,
defense, and overall
awareness of the
game has improved.
“Now I’m more of
like an offensive
threat,” said Coatney.
Not only has his
immense dedication
to sharpening his
technique helped score at
games, but Coatney claimed
“[becoming captain] was
really rewarding because the
four years of playing and
practicing hard, and stuff,
finally paid off.” One of his
biggest responsibilities as cocaptain is to work his hardest
in order to set an example for
others. Whether he is staying
after his practice to help newer
players learn the basics or
keeping a good mindset every
day, he displays what it is like
being a dedicated teammate.

Matthew Majel ‘21
Varsity Boys Football

After trying multiple
sports,
Junior
Matthew
Majel’s love of running
helped him find a strong
connection with football
from the young age of four.
Now, as the running back of
the Varsity Football team,
Majel continues to work his
absolute hardest to overcome
difficulties that he faces, as
well as utilizing his role on the
team to lift others up. One of
the biggest challenges that he
faces is his height, but while
many think he is too short to
play football, his teammates
are constantly boosting his

confidence.
This
makes him realize
that “it doesn’t
matter about [his]
height as long as
[his] play good and
as long as [the team]
works
together.”
positive attitude at
practices and games
which helps him
make sure he is in
a stable mindset.
While his connection
with his teammates grows
even stronger as he trains
with his team before and
after school, Majel also finds
time to train alone in order to
build his speed and become
a stronger player. As he
continues into his second year
on varsity, Majel believes
that playing football has
taught him disciplinary core
ideas as well as how to stay
focused and on track. With
this mindset, Majel hopes to
keep pursuing the sport as
he eagerly waits for college
opportunities to open up.

Alejandro Perez ‘20
Varsity Boys Cross Country

As co-captain of the
Varsity Boys Cross Country
team, Senior Alejandro Perez
asserts his position not as the
“king” of the team but as the
“servant” to help his fellow
teammates improve. Perez
believes his role on the team
is beneficial because he is
able to welcome new players
to the cross country family
and he is able to use his
experience from running for
seven years to leave an impact
on other runners. Perez stated,
“I’ve been definitely getting
stronger so that facilitates
my running and makes it a

lot easier than usual.”
In order to have a
better outcome for
the team, Perez trains
by running every
day after school,
heading straight to
the gym afterward.
Although managing
his time may turn into
a difficult task, it is
worth it to him. He
elaborated, “Running
could always just be
a sport, but it became
more of a passion for me.”
From his experience, Perez
learned lessons along the way
and he realizes what success
means to him. “It’s not just
the wins I get, it’s about the
work that I’ve been doing
correctly,” Perez explained.
With his love and passion
for the sport, running has
emerged to become one of
the biggest parts of his life.
Whether he is running to
clear his mind from stress
or to get a scholarship,
cross country made Perez
into the athlete he is today.
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Sports Medicine Makes Athletics Successful
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She begins her first year of high school playing as a
starter on the Varsity Girls Volleyball team. Rittenberg
has recorded twenty-two kills and twenty-seven digs
while playing the position of right side. This has granted
her the All Tournament and Tournament Most Valuable
Player (MVP) awards. She was also awarded the
Inland Sports Player of the Week on August 31, 2019.
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Junior Erin Lancaster, mentioned practice,” said Rentar regarding
that “sometimes [Sports Medicine] their daily routine. “I usually
involves late hours,” which only don’t leave until—at the earliest—
Often seen at sports games further demonstrates
and events are Athletic Trainer the amount of time
Mr. John Rentar and his Sports and energy invested
Medicine students, who hold many by these students as
more responsibilities than what they put in long days
meets the eye. Following a busy for these athletes.
schedule, the students are dedicated
The
amount
to assisting sports teams with their of prerequisites is
medical needs and overall well being. justified by all of the
Sports
The qualifications to become a treatments
part of Sports Medicine are extensive Medicine students are
and require dedication, which only allowed to give, such
strengthens the program’s overall as ultrasounds, wrist
quality. Although summer break is and ankle wrapping,
handling
normally a time of relaxation for and
students and staff alike, a couple of equipment.
Rentar,
Credit: Michael Tan
weeks are taken out of this period to at the head of it all,
Constance
Beltramo
wraps
Shannon
Fitzgerald’s wrist.
train students for the upcoming school dictates every action
year of practicing Sports Medicine. that Sports Medicine takes. Their daily 7:30[PM] to 8:30[PM] depending
In addition, each applicant must routine begins in sixth period, where if there’s games or late practices.”
either be enrolled in Kinesiology or much of the equipment is prepared The long hours and responsibilities
must have already taken the course before the athletes begin their are a large part of Sports Medicine
in order to be considered for a practices. After that, athletes begin to and
the
program’s
upkeep.
position. Many of the students who enter the athletic training facility as
Regarding the future of Sports
are members of this team use much sports practices begin, which is when Medicine, positivity was expressed
of their time helping student patients, the room always becomes the busiest. by Rentar. Though as a whole he
helping out at home games, or “During that time, we’re icing, we’re believes that there are things that the
travelling to away games, so it is very taping, we’re looking at new injuries, group could improve on, the passion
important that they manage their time we’re doing stuff for old injuries. and desire to be working for Sports
effectively. A member of this team, . .then players start going out to Medicine is certainly visible in all
of the students’ work. “They don’t
get paid for it, and they’re putting in
more hours than anyone else,” Rentar
elaborated. Not only are Sports
Medicine students present an hour
before athletic practices start, but
they also stay behind for extra hours
cleaning up their facility every day.
This ends up being roughly double
the duration of practice for most
sports, all for the purpose of helping
athletes out the best that they can.
The amount of care that the
Sports Medicine students put into
their work every day is evident in
their actions. Helping out the different
athletes in any way that they possibly
can is always their goal. Furthermore,
the students and Rentar always work
Credit: Michael Tan
diligently to complete that goal—no
matter how much effort it might take.
Christian Sherbondy is treated for his injured knee by trainer Karina Pandher.

Siena Soffer ‘21
Copy Editor
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Proceeding into his fifth year of playing Water Polo, he
plays as one of the goalies on the Varsity Boys Water Polo
team. After consistently working hard on his defensive
skills, Hougland helped the team win 24-4 at their most
recent game against Lakeside on September 18, 2019.

Varsity Girls Field Hockey Strives for Success in its Season
Bella Quintanilla ‘22
Staff Writer
Varsity Girls Field Hockey is a
fairly new sport on campus, having
only started one year ago. This fall
sport lasts from mid-August to early
October, typically consisting of ten
games with two games per week.
Last year, the team had a record of
4-6 and for this season, so far, their
record is 2-4. Since this sport is still
very new to the school, there are
many obstacles the team and their
coach have to overcome, including
learning exactly how the sport is
played and finding ways to not
only improve their skills, but also
to bring their team closer together.
The team has been focusing
more on improvements since they
now know the game. One of the four
captains, Senior Caitlynn Alarid,
shared that since it was their first year,
they were “just trying to have fun
with it.” This year, the team is also
continuing to learn how to play the
sport together and is aiming towards
having fun regardless of the score.
Their goal is to be more determined
and prepared to win more games, as
well as strive for better outcomes.
They have done more team bonding
activities and have more focused
and confident practices than their
first year. Their goalie, Citlali Loza,

pointed out that in comparison to
last year, the team is more excited
to play and is ready to win. She
explained that “there have been
obvious improvements since [their]
first year” in the team’s dedication
and readiness for their second year.
Girls Lacrosse and Field Hockey
coach, Mr. Noel Trout, started the
program after going back and forth
about whether or not to start it with
the previous sports administrator for
about five years. Although Coach
Trout eventually agreed to start the
program, he did not know exactly
how the sport was played and had
to figure out the best ways to coach
these girls for field hockey. Coach
Trout claimed that the field hockey
team has just as much determination
as last year, but this time with more
focus and closeness with one another.
Much of the team consists of new
players and fewer returners, so
practice is a bit more difficult because
of the newcomers who had to learn
all of the basics before they could get
started. “It’s like going back to square
one,’’ Trout stated. However, these
girls are still very determined this
year to win as many games as possible
and are not giving up any hope.
Other than reviewing field
hockey, the team has been facing
other difficulties throughout the
season. Although these girls have

“just as much athleticism as any other returning players paired up with new skills on the field. Varsity Girls
team in the valley,” said Coach Trout, players to not only help them adjust Field Hockey expects to have a
they face other schools who have to the sport, but also to learn together great season full of memories and
been playing field hockey longer as a team, rather than individuals. learning experiences that should
than them and who also have more
This year’s field hockey team give the girls skills to reflect and
experienced coaches in the sport. has hopes for a fun season and improve on. Overall, these girls are
Specifically, two other teams, Great strives to be able to improve their aspiring for a determined season.
Oak High School
and
Temecula
Valley High School,
have Olympic Field
Hockey competitors
as coaches, which
leaves the team at a
bit of a disadvantage
when it comes to
experience. Coach
Trout himself had
to learn how the
sport was played
and figure out good
practice
routines
to focus all of their
energy on getting
better. Nevertheless,
“the girls had a
good attitude about
it and [they] all
learned together,”
expressed
Coach
Trout. This year the
team has better field
awareness and has
been “putting their
Credit: Noel Trout
hearts into it,” Loza
shared. Many of the Senior Karsen Trout steals the ball in a game against Temecula Valley High School September 3, 2019.
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Go Green: Varsity Boys Football ‘Kicks Off’ with an Undefeated Record
Alexa Neal ‘22
Copy Editor
The Varsity Football season has
been off to a blazing start under Head
Coach Mr. Andrew Ramer. With a
record of 4-0, after defeating Santiago
High School 38-24 last Friday, the
players have embraced their team
motto, “Destroy Doubt.” The many
hours spent over summer and in
the weight room have invigorated
this team to have a common vision,
which has proven to drastically
help strengthen the boys’ abilities.
Unlike most sports, the Varsity
Football team started preparing for
their season back in July. During

the hot summer months, they were
going over the playbook, working
in the weight room, and running
through plays out on the field.
Their perseverance continues into
November, where they practice
Monday through Thursday for two
hours, with games taking place on
Friday. “They’ve been working hard
in the weight room in meetings, and
practice, and you know, we do a really
good job at preparing and it’s showing
right now with the 4-0 start,” said
Coach Ramer. And with such a strong
start, ambitious goals are now in sight.
This year’s Pumas are lead by
Seniors Brock White and Jahiel BlueSmith and Junior Tristen Ramirez, as

well as the entire
offensive line:
Seniors Carson
Zennedjian, CJ
Warren, Julian
Campos
and
Juniors
Elia
Migao,
Chris
Morales,
and
Jaden Furbotten.
White is the
quarterback
for the team
and leads the
offensive
line.
“[He is] super
dynamic
in
running
and

Credit: Charles McKee
Quarterback Senior Brock White, Running Back Junior Matt Majel take snap in matchup versus Santiago.

passing,”
said
Coach
Ramer. “In two games,
he’s ran for 500 yards.” As
a whole, the offensive line
has been working together
very well as “a whole unit,”
according to Coach Ramer.
Blue-Smith,
cornerback,
and
Ramirez,
middle
linebacker, not only have
great statistics, but they have
also stepped up as leaders
both on and off the field.
For Varsity Football,
winning
a
California
Interscholastic Federation
(CIF) title is an extremely
important goal. However,
Coach
Ramer
wants
his players to focus on
and
achieving
Credit: Charles McKee setting
more individual goals as
Senior Brody Soderman holds up the ball after his game-winning interception against Santiago.
well. Some of these goals

include working harder at practices,
setting personal goals in the gym,
and becoming scholar athletes.
Taking into account this season’s
success, these aspirations seem to
be translating out onto the playing
field. Ramer is particularly proud of
the strides his team has made. “Our
defense is amazing. Our offensive
line blocks very well and our
quarterback is really dynamic, and
we have a lot of other players that
just really step up in big moments.”
As well as focusing on game
plans and goals, the team also gathers
outside of school for team bonding
experiences. Every day before a
game, the Varsity team attends a
dinner that is hosted by a fellow
teammate. In strengthening their
chemistry as a whole, the boys have
grown stronger on the field. “[My
favorite part of being on the team is]

just, like, the brotherhood honestly,
like, you know, making plays with
your brothers, and like, everyone
doing their job and us obviously
winning,” stated Senior Broderick
“Brody” Soderman, defensive back.
This team chemistry has been seen
reflected onto the field through
the team’s play and camaraderie.
As the team heads into
Southwestern
League
games,
Ramer feels that there is still work
to be done. He stated, “We‘re going
to deal with adversity, [and] see
how we respond to that adversity
with our maturity.” With a strong
beginning to the season, the team
shows great promise this year and
have their sights set on a league
championship. The team is away
tonight against Tahquitz High School
at 7PM, and the players would love
to see Go Green shirts in the stands.

Varsity Girls Volleyball is ‘Setting’ Up for a Successful 2019-2020 Season
Alexa Neal ‘22
Copy Editor
The Varsity Girls Volleyball
team has started their season strong,
racking up an overall record of 23-5 as
of September 25, after a heartbreaking
loss of 3-2 sets to the winners of last
years CIF championship, Temecula
Valley High School. The scores for
each match were 25-15, 25-22, 9-25,
21-25, with Temecula Valley taking
the tiebreaker at 13-15. “It was a
rough loss. . .we just struggled with
unforced errors,” explained Coach
Stephanie Benjamin. “We competed
up to the end. . .I truly believe that
you learn the most from your losses,
and so you need to have some
tough losses in order to become a
better program and a better team.”

According to Coach Benjamin,
a few of the shining stars this
season have been Freshman Bella
Rittenberg,
Junior
Brooklyn
Frederick, and Sophomore Saige
Rivera. As a freshman, Rittenberg
plays the position of right side and
has shown her experience through
her “phenomenal” skills on the
court. Rivera is a setter and is also
one of the team captains, and “she
just quietly makes everyone else
better,” said Coach Benjamin. Junior
Fredrick as recognized this week as
the Inland Sports Player of the Week,
for recording 29 kills and 20 digs in
leading her team to two victories last
week. Benjamin adds that the entire
Varsity team is “well-rounded” and
does not have one specific star, which
she believes is a strength in its own.

Rebounding from a record of
1-9 in league last season, one thing is
apparent that has helped affect their
success: chemistry. Over the summer,
the Varsity team got together for fun
activities and team bonding. “We’ve
had our, like, retreat at the beach. .
.so we stayed at the beach together
for, like, four days in a hotel. . .and
then every night we had, like, team
sessions. . .and, like, team dances, so,
like, we had to all come with dance
routines and stuff like that,” recalled
Frederick. The girls had much fun
getting to know each other while
also strengthening their bond as a
team. Bringing this mentality back
to the court, there has been a clear
change in the way the girls have
been playing together. “Everyone
gets along really well,” expressed

Credit: Ryan Aguirre
Coach Gail Johnson goes over the game plan with the team before their battle on the court with Temecula Valley High School.

Credit: Lisa Sisco
Junior Anna Johnson and Senior Liana Woodley block ball against Murrieta Mesa.

Rivera. “We just all got along, like
instantly. . .this year everyone just,
like, loves each other.” The girls who
have returned to the varsity team
have also felt the change. Frederick
described, “I think it’s [the team
chemistry], like, the biggest aspect
that’s helping us so much this year,
like, even if we’re not strong, that
makes us stronger than we were last
year.” The Varsity Girls Volleyball
team’s drive to become better is
shining through in their chemistry.
With any team, senior players
graduating can be problematic.
However, according to Rivera,
“Them leaving [the seniors on the
team last year] wasn’t really that
big of a change because the people
who were, like, either on the bench
last year or they’re new to Varsity,
they definitely came and stepped
up. . .we had people there to step up
for us.” Rivera feels that with each
game, the girls are able to grow as
a team, and she is “looking forward
to just playing with them. They’re
all such, like, great girls.” The love
these girls have for each other can be

seen in their support for each other.
On top of working on chemistry,
the Varsity Girls Volleyball team has
been working hard during practices to
solidify their skills. “We mainly just
do, like, drills,” explained Rivera.
“We’ll do a lot of serve receive
[drills] and, like, passing, because
that’s what really, like, starts the
game. Like, you can’t play without
a pass.” The girls will also run plays
specific to teams that they will have a
competition against. Part of Rivera’s
tactics as captain is to focus on “just
playing smart against the other team.
. .we’re obviously not the biggest
team in the league because we have a
pretty big league and they’re all pretty
good, but, like, being smarter against
them [is part of our strategy].” They
are also focusing on consistency
in passing and serving so that they
can play their best at every game.
The Varsity Girls Volleyball
team continue to put in effort into
their training, with the goal of
winning league. Their next game is
a home game against Murrieta Valley
High School on October 1 at 4PM.

